GUIDE TO STUDENTS
Guide for the fieldwork about the apartments prices depending on their
orientation.
1) Short explanation to students about what we pretend to check with this
work, what we want to know and why. To explain also to students in
which consists the fieldwork that they ought carry out.
2) To divide students in groups of three or four persons each one. Every
group may pick up information in different zones of the city.
3) To provide a template in which students can write the information about
the apartment that they are visiting.
Zone or district where the apartment is:
North
price
m2

South
price
m2

East
price
m2

West
price
m2

1st floor
3rd floor
6th floor
11th floor
4) Sometimes the orientations of the apartments about we are asking for
information doesn’t coincide exactly with the north, south, east or west
direction. In this case students have to modify the first line of the above
template writing the correct orientations. Other orientation can be also
interesting to our study.
5) To place the building of apartments in the city map could be also
educative to our students. They can add also some comments such as if
the building is in the centre of the city, or in a suburban district, or if it is
placed in a suburb; if people living there below to the high, medium or
worker social class; other aspects that they consider interesting for
completing the general information.
6) To look in Internet for the countries of the project the following data:
(these data are important for the statistics study)
- Per capita income or PIB per capita in the participant countries.
- Average salary in each one of our countries.
- The interprofessional minimum wage (in the countries where it has
been fixed)

